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Disclaimer:
This presentation may contain examples and resource materials that are 

provided for the user’s convenience. The inclusion of any material is 

not intended to reflect its importance, nor is it intended to endorse 

any views expressed, or products or services. These materials may 

contain the views and recommendations of the presenter as well as 

hypertext links, contact addresses and websites to information created 

and maintained by other public and private organizations. The opinions 

expressed in any of these materials do not necessarily reflect the 

positions or policies of the U.S. Department of Education. The U.S. 

Department of Education does not control or guarantee the accuracy, 

relevance, timeliness, or completeness of any outside information 

included in these materials. Mentions of specific programs or products 

in these examples are designed to provide clearer understanding and are 

not meant as endorsements.
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WHat We’ll Do Together Today…

● Introduce:
○ The Mashopolis (w/t) project
○ Our research-relationship-building timeline
○ A guiding equity framework we’ve utilized

● Discuss:
○ Challenges to, aspirations of, & strategies for 

relationship building (In small breakout groups, then 
in a large group shareout)

○ Our project’s process/takeaways (where we started, 
where we are now, where we are going)

PART 1:
Our Project

PART 2:
Your 

Insights



PART 1



About our project..
● Mashopolis (w.t): funded by Dept 

of Ed’s Ready to Learn
○ Twin Cities PBS

○ 5–8-year-old audience

○ Animated series and paper-based and 

digital activities

○ 2 programs: informal education and 

family settings

○ Focus on career exposure, executive 

function skills, and self-regulation

● Content and programs researched through TPT, Rockman et 

al Cooperative, Garibay Group, and TERC
○ Partnering with community-based organizations across the project



About our research-relationship-Building Efforts Thus Far

Across partners, 
develop a shared 

understanding about 
relationship building

Gained awareness 

& placed emphasis 

on need for 

concerted 

relationship-

building efforts

Initial brainstorming 
and conversations 

around ideal 
relationship-building 

elements & logistical 
steps for doing so

FUTURE

1

2

3



Linton (2011) Framework



PART 2
Group Discussion



Breakout Groups

Bryce’s Group

Camellia’s Group

Cecilia’s Group

Jen’s Group

Nisaa’s Group



What are the challenges to ideal relationships?
In terms of culture… In terms of practice… In terms of leadership…



Aspirations: Where would you like things to be?
In terms of relationship-building efforts between researchers and 

educational practitioners - where would you like to be?

In terms of culture… In terms of practice… In terms of leadership…



What strategies can help us improve relationships?
In terms of culture… In terms of practice… In terms of leadership…



Large Group Shareout 
We want to hear from you!

https://tinyurl.com/21strelationship



OUR TAKEAWAYS/Our Project’s PROCESS: Where we started
● It’s critical to 

develop a shared 

understanding among 

the team

● This takes time but 

is essential to 

equity-focused work

● Identified tensions 

between aspirations 

and practices and 
timelines

● Phased approach



OUR TAKEAWAYS/Our Project’s PROCESS: Where we are now

● Making frameworks 

actionable to work 

within your project 

context is key

● The matrix is a tool 

for our team to 

discuss how 
frameworks operate 

across different 

research activities



OUR TAKEAWAYS/Our Project’s PROCESS: Where we are Going
● Developing a rubric for quality checks will help 

us stay accountable & track our progress

● We’ll synthesize everyone’s thoughts into a 

single document and share it out in the next 

week at this link: 

https://tinyurl.com/21strelationship



Thanks for Joining Us Today!


